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Target was founded in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1902. It was originally named the Dayton 
Dry Goods Company. The first Target store opened in Roseville, Minnesota in 1962. Target 
operates in 49 states, Vermont being the only state without a store (as of October 2008).  

PURPOSE___________________________________________________ 

In the United States, Target is the fifth-largest retailer in terms of sales revenues. In 2008, 
Target also ranked as the 28th company in Fortune 500.  

Target has proven to be a successful company. They are also in major competition with 
companies like Kmart and Wal-mart. As a researcher, it is important to know what the 
public thinks about Target compared to the aforementioned companies and understand 
how Target has become as successful as it is today. 

Our team conducted thorough research using a variety of social media outlets. Some of the 
outlets used were: Twitter, Flickr, Icerocket, Blogs, Target-based Websites, and Quantcast. 
There are many people who blog about Target, Target deals, and other specific deals. 

METHODOLOGY___________________________________________ 

Quantcast showed that many of the Twitter accounts and bloggers had readers ranging 
from a couple hundred to a couple thousand. Quantcast also showed data about how many 
visitors to Target’s Website there are, breaking it down by month and demographics. 

Overall, Target received positive feedback from online consumers. Twitter provided good, 
quick responses about Target. Most people wrote about a good experience shopping at the 
store. Others said how they liked the prices and commercials. 

RESULTS___________________________________________________ 
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Websites and blogs showed mixed results about Target. Feedback ranged from a “deal 
seeking mom” to the “I hate Target fan club” on Facebook. There are also a number of 
bloggers who specialize in informing readers about Target coupons and deals. 

Consumers had other likes and dislikes about Target. One person said they love how they 
can buy cheese and shoes in the same store. Another person said they hate how Target 
stores don’t play music. 

A fairly hot topic of debate is Target’s coupon policy. Some people wrote and complained 
how bad Target was about coupons; yet, another wrote how Target is doing a better job 
about informing employees and posting store policies about coupons. 

Generally, the attitude toward Target is positive. The incidents where people complained 
about a bad experience with Target seemed isolated. Many complaints were miniscule and 
not seen as a reoccurring problem. 

CONCLUSION______________________________________________ 

The more positive feedback also had more people reading about it. The people who support 
Target are the ones who have more followers and readers. 

Target has worked hard to reach the level of sales that they have. They offer a variety of 
goods and services conveniently located in one store. 

Target has a good idea of what the public wants. They are good about staying up-to-date 
with trends and fashions.  The general view is that Target is a great place to find anything 
you need at a reasonable price. 


